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RAPID7 NEXPOSE ENTERPRISE
KEY BENEFITS
Gain immediate insight into the security posture of
your networks, operating systems, databases and
Web applications.
Automate all steps in your vulnerability management
lifecycle from discovery to prioritization and issue
resolution.
Get enterprise-class protection with up-to-date scans
for over 14,000 vulnerabilities and 54,500 checks.

NEXPOSE ENTERPRISE EDITION
Rapid7’s flagship product NeXpose Enterprise® is a vulnerability assessment, policy
compliance and remediation management solution designed for organizations with large
networks which require the highest levels of scalability, performance, customizability
and deployment flexibility.
NeXpose Enterprise scans Web applications, databases, networks, operating systems
and other software products to locate threats, assess their risk to the environment, and
devise a remediation plan to significantly reduce security risks and confidently protect
valuable digital assets.

Ensure compliance with policies, auditing guidelines
and regulations such as PCI, HIPAA, NERC and
FISMA.
Mitigate risk by identifying and fixing the most critical
security threats in your infrastructure with
customizable risk scoring
Increase productivity and reduce resolution times
through streamlined step-by-step remediation reports
and task delegation
Integrate with third-party applications and enterprise
systems via Rapid7’s flexible and extensible XMLbased API
Deploy a complete solution in the way that best
meets your enterprise needs, including software,
appliance and managed service options.

Network Security
Ensure all systems and network devices have been properly tested for vulnerabilities
and mis-configurations to minimize security risks.
Web Application Security
Scan the Web application server and all Web applications for serious threats to your
environment such as SQL injection and cross-site scripting.
Database Security
Identify issues and compliance violations by comprehensively scanning your databases
for vulnerabilities.
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EMA ANALYST IMPACT BRIEF
“Rapid7 NeXpose’s forward thinking architecture and
expert system have allowed it to improve upon current
market standards.Rapid7 is starting to shake up the
market and raise customer expectations of vulnerability
management products.”

Proven in over 1,000 enterprise deployments, NeXpose Enterprise Edition
delivers the following core capabilities:
Unrivaled breadth of unified vulnerability scanning – Scans for over 14,000
vulnerabilities with more than 54,500 vulnerability checks in networks, operating
systems, Web applications and databases across a wide range of platforms.
Regular vulnerability updates – Automatically provides vulnerability updates
without user intervention. Optional offline activation and update provided.
Prioritized risk assessment - Identifies risk based upon how the vulnerability in
one system affects another and customizes the risk scoring system to fit your
unique organizational requirements.
Comprehensive compliance and policy checks - Determine if your systems
comply with corporate or regulatory policies such as PCI, HIPAA, NERC or FISMA.
Robust predefined and customizable reports and dashboards – Leverage
dozens of out-of-the box reports and view executive dashboards to obtain instant
insight into your security posture. Create additional reports on the fly.
Remediation guidance - Fix vulnerabilities quickly and easily with the information
provided in remediation reports.
Accurate scan results - Delivers accurate scanning results in less time with an
expert system that follows a process similar to that used by ethical hackers.
Ticketing - Manages the remediation workflow process with an internal ticketing
system and integration to third-party systems.

ABOUT RAPID7
Rapid7 is the leading provider of unified vulnerability
management, compliance, and penetration testing
solutions, delivering actionable intelligence about an
organization’s entire IT environment. Rapid7 offers the
only integrated threat management solution that
enables organizations to implement and maintain best
practices and optimize their network security, Web
application security and database security strategies.
Recognized as the fastest growing vulnerability
management company in the U.S. by Inc. Magazine,
Rapid7 helps leading organizations such as Liz
Claiborne, the United States Postal Service, Carnegie
Mellon University and Red Bull to mitigate risk and
maintain compliance for regulations such as PCI,
HIPAA, FISMA, SOX and NERC . Rapid7 also manages
the Metasploit Project, the leading open-source
penetration testing platform with the world’s largest
database of public, tested exploits. For more
information, visit www.rapid7.com

Powerful administration management – Supports centralized administration for
geographically or organizationally dispersed network environments provides rolebased access for delegated administration and reporting and integrates with Active
Directory and other repositories for role-based groupings.
Extensive enterprise integration – Integrate NeXpose Enterprise with many
third-party security, compliance and risk management solutions based on pre-built
integrations and NeXpose’s XML-based open API.
Out-of-the box Metasploit® integration – Works with the Metasploit Framework
to provide remote scan control, exploit identification and automated exploitation
functionality to NeXpose users.
Strong enterprise-class service and support offerings - Benefit from many
enterprise service and support options including prioritized support, dedicated
technical account managers, consulting and training offerings.
Flexible deployment models – Deploy NeXpose Enterprise any way you want, as
software, appliance or managed service to meet your unique network scanning
needs. Deploy distributed scan engines to achieve the most scalable results.
FIPS certified encryption – Option to run NeXpose in FIPS-mode.
Offline activation updates – Activate and update NeXpose without connecting
NeXpose directly to the Internet.
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